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ince the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, concerns have been voiced that one of the nation’s 103
commercial nuclear power plants might be the next
terrorist target. Immediately following the attack, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission) ordered a heightened state of alert at all nuclear plants.
Calls went out to augment nuclear plant security forces
and some governors deployed National Guard troops at
nuclear facilities. The U.S. House of Representatives
passed legislation (H.R. 2983) that could drastically revise
the Commission’s security requirements for nuclear facilities. A proposed Senate bill (S. 1746) would federalize nuclear plant security forces. Additionally, there have been
calls for installing anti-aircraft weapons at nuclear plants
and creating permanent “no fly” zones around them.
Some nuclear power opponents, claiming that nuclear
plants are highly vulnerable to terrorist attacks, have
seized on the events of September 11 as their latest argument for shutting down the nation’s nuclear industry.
The public is understandably sensitive to nuclear
plant safety issues in light of September 11 and some
fear that nuclear plants will be attractive targets for terrorists. However, commercial nuclear plants are probably the most physically secure and least vulnerable of
our nation’s industrial infrastructure. They are robust,
hardened facilities with numerous redundant systems
designed to assure public safety, and are subject to
close regulation by the NRC. Comprehensive NRC security requirements, including physical protection systems, armed guards, and strict access controls, are
mandated for all nuclear plants.
This article explores the vulnerability of nuclear
power plants to acts of terrorism.We describe the physical, security, and emergency response requirements applicable to nuclear plants and consider whether NRC
security requirements can serve as a model for improving security at other infrastructure as well.We also explore policy issues concerning the appropriate division
of responsibility between industrial security and national defense, considering whether protection from terrorism should be a governmental or industrial obligation,
as well as the societal costs of adopting a policy of
“zero” risk from terrorist actions.
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Since September 11, people have worried that nuclear power plants are vulnerable to an array of postulated terrorist acts, such as deliberate crashes of
airliners like those occurring on September 11, use of
truck bombs like the one used to destroy the federal
building in Oklahoma City, sabotage by plant “insiders,”
military-style assaults by groups of armed individuals, attacks using biological and chemical agents, and cyber
attacks. The challenge for policymakers and the industry is to evaluate whether our heightened awareness
since September 11 of these or other potential terrorist
threats requires additional security measures beyond
those presently in place at nuclear plants, and if so,
how these threats should be addressed. NRC’s current
comprehensive reevaluation of its security requirements in light of September 11 is prudent, not just for
nuclear plants, but for our national infrastructure generally. However, we counsel against adopting potentially
burdensome security measures without consideration
of whether they are truly necessary, for the institution
of such measures could deny our society the benefits
of nuclear plants or other critical infrastructure.
Nuclear power originated as a government monopoly and, ever since the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 authorized its commercial use by private industry,
commercial nuclear power has been subject to strict
federal regulation and oversight. As a result, U.S. commercial nuclear plants are the most closely regulated of
our nation’s infrastructure and probably the strongest,
most secure industrial facilities ever constructed. Nuclear plant security is designed to be far superior to
that provided at other critical infrastructure facilities—
such as dams, chemical plants, and liquid natural gas facilities—whose destruction would pose equal, if not
greater, public risk. Much of the strength of nuclear
plants results from the nature of the facilities themselves. The operating temperatures and pressures of the
equipment, piping, and devices used to generate electricity at nuclear plants require structures and components of enormous strength and resiliency. Further,
nuclear plants must meet rigorous NRC design criteria
and quality assurance requirements intended to protect
public health and safety from the uncontrolled release
of radioactivity. 10 C.F.R. Part 50, App. A and B. These
design criteria address the containment of radioactive
material, the cooling of the reactor, and the prevention
of nuclear chain reactions. They also require extensive
fire protection measures and the ability to withstand
hurricanes, tornadoes, and earthquakes. Key systems
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must be designed so that the failure of any single com1995. Specifically, 10 C.F.R. § 73.55(c)(8) requires that
ponent would not prevent the system from functioning
barriers be erected to preclude vehicles from reaching
(e.g., providing cooling water to the reactor core). Ima point where an explosion could damage the reactor
portant systems must be completely redundant and inor critical plant systems.
dependent of each other.
Another worry expressed is that nuclear plant
These design and quality requirements yield strucspent fuel pools might be vulnerable to terrorist attures capable of withstanding events that would detacks. After its use in the reactor, nuclear fuel (in the
stroy or significantly damage ordinary facilities. The
form of assemblies of long, thin, hollow rods of zirconistrength of nuclear plants is exemplified by the thick,
um containing fissionable uranium dioxide) is transheavily reinforced concrete containment structure that
ferred to the spent fuel pool for cooling and storage
houses the reactor. Typical reactor containments have
pending its permanent disposal or removal to an alterwalls 312⁄ feet to 6 feet thick.
native storage location. Concerns over the spent fuel
pool typically assume that the pool is completely or
Thus, although not specifically designed to resist
mostly drained of its water and that the zirconium
the crash of a hijacked aircraft, the containment strucmetal surrounding the spent fuel ignites, releasing a
ture would provide extensive protection from such a
plume of radioactive material. However, it would be
crash. The containment’s thickness, heavy reinforcedifficult to drain a spent fuel pool of its water in a
ment, and shape enables it to resist extreme external
short time. Designed to withstand earthquakes and torpressures, even pressures similar to those that might be
nadoes, the walls of the pools are reinforced concrete,
produced by the impact of a modern jet airliner. Thus,
typically 4 feet to 5 feet thick,
even if a pilot could successfully hit
lined with stainless steel, and at
the containment (a relatively small
many plants are partly sunk into
target compared to either the Pentathe ground. Most pools are somegon or the World Trade Center), the
what smaller in area than an
containment would most likely reSince the Atomic
Olympic swimming pool and typisist the force of such an impact.
cally are 55 feet to 60 feet deep.
When Sandia National Laboratories
Energy Act of 1954
The pools are designed so that
in a 1988 test crashed an F-4 fighter
water cannot be drained or
aircraft directly into a simulated
pumped using plant systems below
containment wall at a speed of 481
commercial nuclear
a level well above the spent fuel
mph, the aircraft shattered into
rods (approximately 10 feet to 20
pieces and only penetrated about
power has been subject
feet). See NRC,TECHNICAL STUDY OF
two inches into the reinforced conSPENT FUEL POOL ACCIDENT RISK AT
crete wall.W.A. von Riesemann et
to strict federal
DECOMMISSIONING NUCLEAR POWER
al., Full-Scale Aircraft Impact Test
PLANTS (Oct. 2000) (NRC Report) at
for Evaluation of Impact Forces,
TRANSACTIONS OF THE 10TH INTERNAregulation and oversight. 3-5, 3-18, A1A-2. Purposely draining
TIONAL CONFERENCE ON STRUCTURAL MEthe pool to uncover the rods
CHANICS IN REACTOR TECHNOLOGY,
would require removing thousands
AUGUST 14–18, 1989,ANAHEIM, CALIof gallons of water using makeshift
FORNIA, USA, J-285 (1989). The slight
pumping arrangements and would
damage caused by this simulated accident strongly sugtake many hours, if not days, of pumping to accomgests that the containment would prevent aircraft complish. See NRC Report at A2A-38. Further, using generponents from penetrating into the building’s interior,
ally accepted calculations, we estimate that a large
contrary to what occurred at the World Trade Center,
amount of explosives would be required just to crack
and thus would also most likely prevent any jet fuel
the thick reinforced concrete pool walls and stainless
from reaching the building’s interior. Even a large jet
steel liner, let alone blast a hole large enough to drain
fuel fire outside the reactor containment building
the pool. Because NRC regulations require barriers to
would burn relatively quickly (as the fuel would be disprevent potential truck bombs from reaching vital
tributed over a large area by the force of the aircraft implant areas, such as the spent fuel pool, it would be difpact) and would not threaten the reinforced concrete
ficult to drain the pool using explosives.
containment structure housing the reactor. If the airEven if the pool were successfully drained, it would
craft crashed into other parts of the facility, redundant,
be remarkably difficult to ignite the fuel rods.Very speindependent, and physically separate safety systems
cific conditions—a tremendous amount of heat with litwould protect the nuclear fuel and allow the plant to
tle or no heat removal—are required to initiate a “fire”
shut down safely.
of the zirconium fuel cladding. A nearby explosion or
fire would not be enough. NRC has conservatively estiMoreover, NRC regulations also address risks from
mated that, even if a pool were drained to uncover the
truck bombs like the one used in Oklahoma City in
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fuel and no cooling was available, it would take hours
um fire. For example, NRC has concluded that unob(up to more than a day depending on the age of the
structed natural air convection cooling by itself, absent
spent fuel) for the heat produced by the radioactive
any water in the pool, would be sufficient to preclude a
decay of the spent fuel to raise the fuel cladding temzirconium fire for spent fuel removed from a reactor
perature to 900º C, the postulated ignition temperature
for five years. NRC Report at A1A-4. Dry storage casks
of zirconium. NRC Report at 2-3. Even then, it is unclear
in which spent fuel could also be stored would also
whether ignition would occur, for a zirconium nuclear
provide substantial protection against terrorism. Such
fuel rod has never actually been ignited at 900º C. See
storage casks typically have concrete and steel walls 2
generally NRC Report, App. 1.B.
feet to 3 feet thick, see, e.g., Final Safety Analysis Report
Although concern has been expressed that an airfor the HI-STORM 100 Cask System, NRC Docket No.
craft crash might cause the spent fuel rods to ignite, it is
72-1014 § 1.2.1 (2000), which would provide signifihighly improbable that a crashing hijacked aircraft could
cant protection against penetration by a crashing aircreate the necessary conditions for this to occur. The
craft or other forms of attack. See, e.g., P.R. DAVIS, D.L.
thick reinforced concrete wall around the pool, the
STRENGE, AND J. MISHIMA,ACCIDENT ANALYSIS FOR CONTINUED
building covering the pool and shielding it from view,
STORAGE (Oct. 27, 1998). The reinforced concrete walls
the 10 feet to 20 feet or more of water above the spent
would also protect the spent fuel from even large jet
fuel, and the small surface area of the pool make it unfuel fires; it would take hours for the heat from an exlikely that a pilot could crash an aircraft in the precise
ternal fire to be conducted through a cask wall and
location and manner required to damage and drain the
begin to effect the spent fuel inside the cask. See, e.g.,
pool in order to potentially cause a zirconium fire. The
HI-STORM 100 FSAR at 11.1-16, 11.2-13.
fire from 20,000 gallons or more of jet fuel would not
In addition to potential attacks involving direct
cause a zirconium fire in an intact pool because of the
physical impacts, recent House of Representatives legisdepth of the water above the spent fuel rods. Nor, as
lation, H.R. 2983, also would require evaluation of nucan be shown by simple calculaclear plant vulnerability to
tions, would the fire produce
biological and chemical attacks.
enough heat to boil away much of
While such an evaluation may be
the water. Finally, nuclear plant staff
useful, provisions are already in
are extensively trained and well
place to mitigate chemical and bioH.R. 2983 also would
equipped to fight plant fires, see 10
logical attacks against nuclear reacC.F.R. Part 50, App. R., and would be
tors. NRC design criteria require
require evaluation
expected to respond promptly and
plant control rooms to remain habmitigate both the effects of the
itable even under adverse environcrash and its potential for causing a
mental conditions so that operators
of nuclear plant
zirconium fire, such as replenishing
can shut down the reactor. See, e.g.,
the spent pool water inventory from
10 C.F.R. Part 50 App. A, Criterion
vulnerability to biological 19. Accordingly, control rooms are
readily available alternative sources,
such as the fire pump.
sealed and air intakes are filtered to
and chemical attacks.
Similar concerns have been
minimize the rate at which toxic
raised regarding the vulnerability of
gases (or biological agents) could
nuclear plants undergoing decomenter. Control rooms are also
missioning as well as dry cask storequipped with self-contained
age facilities at which spent nuclear
breathing apparatus. Thus, control
fuel may be stored. NRC’s compreroom operators should be able to
hensive review of its security requirements in light of
safely shut down the plant following a biological or
September 11 will cover both. There are roughly a
chemical attack. Further, NRC regulations require reacdozen plants currently undergoing decommissioning.
tors to have the capability of being shut down from a
At those plants, the nuclear fuel is completely removed
location outside the control room, see, e.g., 10 C.F.R.
from the reactor, but it could remain in the spent fuel
Part 50 App. R, so an attack that might disable the conpool pending its permanent disposal (or, alternatively, it
trol room would not defeat the capability of shutting a
could be removed from the pool and stored in dry storplant down safely.
age casks). If the fuel remained in the pool, its vulneraH.R. 2983 would also require evaluation of nuclear
bility to terrorism would be low, just as in an operating
plant vulnerability to cyber attacks. Presumably, such atplant. Although a decommissioning plant would likely
tacks would involve attempts to remotely seize and mapossess fewer redundant systems and staff for firefightnipulate plant controls to cause an accident. Critical
ing or security than an operating plant, the fuel at a defunctions at nuclear plants, however, are not vulnerable
commissioning plant would be older and cooler, and
to cyber attacks. Computers are used only to monitor
hence would have less potential for igniting a zirconiplant performance and system readiness for administraNR&E Winter 2002
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tive purposes, not to provide input for control of plant
tude, and interpose itself between the threat and specifequipment. Only NRC-licensed personnel operate plant
ic key plant areas. The capability of security response
controls, see 10 C.F.R. Part 55, and they operate and
forces and systems to defend against threats must be
monitor the plant using instrumentation and alarms diregularly tested in live exercises monitored by NRC
rectly wired to plant sensors and equipment. They neiusing mock attack forces. See NRC INSPECTION MANUAL,
ther monitor plant functions nor operate plant
Inspection Procedure 81110, Operational Safeguards
equipment using computer controls.
Response Evaluation (OSRE) (July 1, 1997). If weaknessCommercial nuclear plants are also required by
es are identified, the plant must institute additional deNRC regulation to institute stringent physical security
fensive countermeasures, such as explosive-resistant
provisions. 10 C.F.R. § 73.55. A security organization and
barriers or hardened bunkers. Id.
plant physical protection systems must be in place to
Media reports have claimed that nuclear plants have
prevent unauthorized access of personnel, vehicles, and
“failed” in nearly half of the OSRE force-on-force exercismaterials; ensure only authorized activities are conductes evaluated by NRC. However, OSRE exercises are
ed; permit only authorized handling of nuclear material;
specifically designed by knowledgeable NRC security
and detect and respond to unauthorized penetrations.
specialists to test potential vulnerabilities identified in a
The entire plant perimeter must be fenced with adjaplant’s security systems to determine whether improvecent areas cleared to permit observation of both sides
ments are needed. Accordingly, weaknesses found durof the fenced barrier. The perimeter must be monitored
ing an OSRE evaluation do not represent “failures” in
both visually and electronically with electronic alarms
which a real attacking force would necessarily have sucsounding at two independent, continuously staffed staceeded in causing serious damage to the plant. See Lettions. Entry points must be guarded
ter from NRC Chairman Richard
and monitored and access must be
Meserve to Senator James Jeffords
strictly controlled. All plants must
(Dec. 17, 2001) (Jeffords Letter).
have armed response forces whose
To provide additional protecqualifications and tactical training
tion against sabotage by insiders,
OSRE exercises are
are dictated by 10 C.F.R. Part 73,
access to nuclear plants must be
App. B. Each armed responder or
restricted to rigorously screened
watchman must be capable of mainand authorized personnel. The
designed by NRC
taining continuous communication
screening process requires (1) a
with each of the continuously
background investigation, (2) a psyto test potential
staffed alarm stations.
chological assessment, (3) drug and
These measures must be dealcohol screening, and (4) continuvulnerabilities
signed to protect against attacks
ous behavioral observation. 10
from external armed groups and
C.F.R. §§ 73.56(b)(2); 10 C.F.R. Part
saboteurs inside the plant. All nu26. Each person entering the plant
in a plant’s
clear plants are required to defend
must be searched for weapons, seagainst a “design basis threat,” decurity personnel must visually consecurity systems.
fined in 10 C.F.R. § 73.1(a)(1) as
firm the identity of authorized
“[a] determined violent external aspersonnel entering the plant, and
sault, attack by stealth, or deceptive
all packages must be screened.Visiactions, of several persons” astors must be accompanied at all
sumed to have military training, autimes by authorized personnel. 10
tomatic weapons and explosives, a vehicle for
C.F.R. § 73.55(d). Inside the facility, personnel must be
transportation, and assistance by an insider within the
monitored by security cameras or other electronic
plant. A formal Safeguards Contingency Plan must be
means. Access to sensitive plant areas must be condeveloped and maintained in accordance with 10
trolled by electronically keyed or coded security doors
C.F.R. Part 73, App. C, identifying a predetermined set
that are monitored and alarmed for improper or unauof threat–response actions, their means of implementathorized access. Security computers must continuously
tion, and those responsible for responding to threats.
monitor key locations within the facility and can
Further, nuclear plants are required to establish and
disable security doors if necessary. See 10 C.F.R.
document a working liaison with local law enforce§§ 73.55(d) and (e).
ment authorities that they can summon for assistance
Another layer of protection to the public is providin the event of an attack.
ed by the plants’ emergency response plans. Nuclear
Under these contingency plans, threats at nuclear
plants are required to have plans, dedicated facilities,
plants would be countered by an armed tactical force
and equipment in place to mitigate the consequences
permanently stationed at the plant, whose mission is to
of an emergency. 10 C.F.R. § 50.47. Emergency plans
quickly determine a threat’s existence, assess its magnimust provide for assessment, radiation monitoring,
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prompt notification of governmental officials, fire and
by NRC, the federal government, and the nuclear indusdamage control, public communication, coordinated
try (such as those which occurred in the wake of the
evacuations, and medical services. Nuclear reactor
Three Mile Island accident in 1979), it is safe to predict
emergency plans are unique in requiring planning for
that a comprehensive review will be performed and apthe evacuation of the surrounding population out to
propriate enhancements will be implemented.
approximately 10 miles from the plant. 10 C.F.R. Part 50
App. E § IV.G; 10 C.F.R. § 50.47(c)(2). These plans must
Comparison to Security of Other
be approved by both the NRC and the Federal EmerInfrastructure and Hazardous Activities
gency Management Agency, see 10 C.F.R. § 50.47(a)(2),
and must be tested in biennial exercises in which state
Compliance with NRC regulations makes commerand local authorities participate.
cial nuclear plants significantly less vulnerable to terrorAll of these security requirements are subject to
ism than other infrastructure facilities. Our industrial
NRC’s broad enforcement authority under the Atomic
infrastructure as a whole is simply not designed to
Energy Act, which is primarily implemented through
withstand terrorist attacks. For example, one of the
stringent self-reporting requirements, see, e.g., 10 C.F.R.
most worrisome potential targets identified in Washing§§ 50.72, 50.73, extensive routine and special inspecton, D.C. following September 11 was not the Capitol
tions, and full-time resident inspectors at each nuclear
or the White House, but a water treatment facility locatpower plant. 10 C.F.R. § 50.70. Nuclear plants must doced roughly a mile away. Reportedly, 40,000 tons of
ument and track deviations from regulations or plant
deadly chlorine gas was stored there, unprotected and
design, whether identified by the operator, NRC staff, or
unguarded in 90-ton rail cars. The rupture of just one
a third party. 10 C.F.R. Part 50, App. B, Criterion XVI.Virail car reportedly could have placed 1.7 million people
olations of NRC regulations are subject to sanctions, inat risk. This highly toxic chemical was quickly removed
cluding steep fines and license suspension or
and replaced with a less dangerous substitute.
revocation; deliberate misconduct is
These dangers are not isolated.
subject to criminal prosecution. 10
As reported in the December 16,
C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart B.
2001 Washington Post, the EnvironIn sum, nuclear plants already
mental Protection Agency (EPA) has
have extensive measures in place to
determined that “[a]t least 123
Nuclear plants
prevent, withstand and, if necessary,
plants each keep amounts of toxic
chemicals that, if released, could
mitigate the effects of a terrorist atalready have extensive
form deadly vapor clouds that
tack. Thus, they are unlikely to be
would put more than 1 million peoattractive targets for sophisticated
measures in place
ple in danger” and “[m]ore than 700
terrorists, reluctant to launch atplants could put at least 100,000
tacks that would likely fail. Addipeople at risk.”Yet there are no “nutional precautions that might
to prevent, withstand,
clear style” containment structures
reasonably further reduce the risk
or federal security requirements for
from terrorism should of course be
and mitigate the effects
chemical plants and refineries. EPA
considered and both NRC and the
counts on the facilities undertaking
industry are prudently reviewing
of a terrorist attack.
necessary precautions “voluntarily.”
nuclear plant security in light of
Another terrorism scenario posSeptember 11. Heightened security
ing comparable public risk is a fuelmeasures at nuclear plants mandatair explosion, caused by the
ed by NRC since September 11 invaporization and ignition of volatile
clude augmented security forces
fuels or gases, which reportedly has the explosive
and patrols, increased coordination with law enforcepower of many tons of TNT. A suicide bombing, for exment and military authorities, additional site access limample, could transform a liquid natural gas (LNG)
itations for personnel and vehicles, as well as other
tanker or storage tank into a weapon of mass destrucshort-term and longer-term actions to strengthen plant
tion. Indeed, Representative Edward Markey (D-MA)
capability to respond to terrorist attacks. See Jeffords
claimed in an October 1979 letter to the Boston HerLetter. Further, NRC has explicitly advised Congress that
ald American that an LNG accident “might lead to a cait will be reviewing and updating its design-basis threat
tastrophe on a par with the worst nuclear power plant
in light of September 11. Id. Moreover, as evidenced by
accident, producing a fire storm destroying everything
recent legislative proposals and NRC responses to conin its path.”
gressional inquiries (such as the Jeffords Letter), ConDespite their potential risks, these facilities are not
gress and the executive branch are closely monitoring
designed to withstand the types of threats from which
NRC’s response to the events of September 11. Judging
nuclear plants are protected. NRC regulations are virtuby previous health and safety evaluations undertaken
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ally unique in requiring analyses of highly improbable
sponse actions and potential evacuations of surroundevents that, if analogously applied to these facilities,
ing communities. It has developed considerable expertwould prohibit the use of thin storage tanks, railcars, or
ise in coordinating industry, federal, state, and local
warehouses to hold industrial quantities of toxic, flamorganizations to respond to potentially large, complex
mable, and explosive materials. Such comparison
emergencies. The nuclear plant approach could serve
demonstrates the relative security of nuclear plants
as a useful model for agencies charged with integrating
from terrorism vis-à-vis other critical infrastructure and
security and emergency response organizations, such as
that society could benefit more from strengthening the
the new Office of Homeland Defense.
security of these other, less secure, critical infrastructure facilities.
Policy Issues Presented by the Events of
NRC security regulations are potentially transferSeptember 11
able to other industrial settings. For example, an October 19, 2001, Baltimore Sun article described poor
The concerns expressed by Congress and others
security at the nation’s seaports. The article cited a
regarding nuclear plant security since September 11
1999 presidential panel finding that many of the naraise important national policy issues. The first issue is
tion’s largest seaports suffered from physical security
whether placing special emphasis on nuclear power
shortcomings or failed to perform criminal backplant security is a proper allocation of government and
ground checks on employees. Some seaports may lack
private industry resources. As noted, there are numereven ordinary precautions such as gates, fencing, and
ous other infrastructure facilities that are as potentially
cameras. For instance, port warehouses described in
hazardous as nuclear plants, yet lack the defense of the
the article contained unguarded stockpiles of numerin-depth mechanisms in place at nuclear plants. Comous toxic chemicals within a mile
paratively more societal benefits
of a densely populated downtown
would be gained by enhancing semetropolitan area. NRC security recurity at those other facilities. Inquirements regarding fencing, vehideed, NRC security regulations
cle barriers, intrusion detection
could be used as a model for such
The nuclear
systems, armed guards, and formal
an effort. In a world of limited reliaison agreements with local law
sources, strengthening the overall
industry is a leader
enforcement would appear to prosecurity of our nation’s infrastructure would yield far greater benefits
vide a good model for seaports and
in emergency
than would using the same limited
other critical infrastructure, such as
resources to upgrade the existing
chemical plants and LNG facilities.
security at nuclear power plants.
Further, according to a November
response planning.
A second policy issue impor2001 report by Bracewell & Pattertant in protecting national infrason, DOE’s Office of Critical Infrastructure generally is the division
structure, which has primary
of responsibility between private
federal responsibility to protect enindustry and national defense and
ergy infrastructure terrorism, lacks
security. Should individual facilities be required to deregulations to compel facilities to participate in its sefend themselves against all threats or should the decurity program. NRC regulations could serve as a
fense against some threats (e.g., those from foreign
model for DOE regulations that could address terrorenemies such as Al Qaeda) be the responsibility of the
ism security risks.
military, FBI, intelligence agencies, or state and local
The NRC model could also help reduce non-nuclear facility vulnerability to internal sabotage. The quallaw enforcement?
ity of the NRC screening process used to qualify
The issue of foreign enemies potentially attacking
people for facility access helps place nuclear plants
U.S. infrastructure facilities was raised thirty-five years
among those civilian facilities best protected against
ago in a hearing before the Atomic Energy Commission
sabotage. NRC access regulations and the nuclear indus(the predecessor to NRC) in connection with nuclear
try’s extensive experience in effectively implementing
power plant licensing. As enunciated there, the Commisbackground investigations, psychological testing, and
sion’s policy has been that “protection . . . against hostile
personnel reliability programs provide a useful model
enemy acts is a responsibility of the nation’s defense esfor screening employees of airports (where employee
tablishment” and internal security agencies, and not of
screening processes have been roundly criticized since
the Commission or individual facilities. Florida Power &
September 11), seaports, chemical facilities, and other
Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Units 3 and
sensitive infrastructure.
4), 4 AEC 9, 13 (1967), aff’d, Siegel v. AEC, 400 F.2d 778
The nuclear industry is also a leader in emergency
(D.C. Cir. 1968). The Commission’s rationale for that posiresponse planning, particularly with respect to retion is grounded in practical reality:
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One factor underlying [the Commission’s] practice in
this connection has been a recognition that [facility] design features to protect against the full range of the modern arsenal of weapons are simply not practicable and
that the defense and internal security capabilities of this
country constitute, of necessity, the basic “safeguards” as
respects possible hostile acts by an enemy of the United
States.
The circumstances which compel [the Commission’s]
recognition are not, of course, unique as regards a nuclear facility; they apply also to other structures which
play vital roles within our complex industrial economy.
The risk of enemy attack or sabotage against such structures, like the risk of all other hostile acts which might
be directed against this country, is a risk that is shared by
the nation as a whole. This principle, we believe, is rooted in our political history and we find no Congressional
indication that nuclear facilities are to be treated differently in the subject regard.

Turkey Point, 4 AEC at 13.
The latter point—that risk of enemy attack against
critical facilities such as nuclear plants is shared by the
nation as a whole—is the most compelling reason for
keeping the responsibility for defending against terrorism with the nation’s defense and internal security apparatus. Nuclear plants are clearly not the only
potential targets in the United States. Attacks against
chemical and natural gas facilities, seaports, refineries,
hydroelectric dams, and sports stadiums, among others,
could result in large numbers of casualties. Moreover,
terrorist groups operating within the United States
could directly target civilians or assassinate political
leaders, as they have elsewhere. Beyond the loss of
human life, destruction of critical infrastructure, such as
pipelines, refineries, transmission lines and the like,
could also have serious economic impacts.
The multitude of potentially vulnerable targets in the
United States dictates that we focus on stopping foreign
terrorist attacks at their inception rather than repulsing
them at their targets. Only the government can take
steps, such as the war in Afghanistan, to forestall the terrorist threat before it reaches our shores or to implement the necessary security measures at our airports,
borders, and coastlines. Further, only the government has
the intelligence and law enforcement capability to track
potential terrorists and to prevent their launching attacks
in the first place. Thus, it is reasonable that responsibility
for forestalling terrorist threats should rest with the government, and the cost of defending against terrorism be
borne by the nation as a whole.
Additionally, the cost of hardening and defending
every vulnerable target against potential attack
(whether funded privately or by the government)
would be much higher than the cost of protecting the
nation as a whole. A strategy of defense at the target
would require all of our potentially vulnerable facilities
—as well as concentrations of people and our political
leaders—to be defended as military fortresses. As the
Commission recognized decades ago, such an approach

is impracticable and socially undesirable. An active,
global approach, in which centralized assets—intelligence, law enforcement, or military—respond to threats
here or abroad, is much more efficient than one in
which security assets are deployed at each facility to respond just to attacks on that facility. Moreover, this
“global” approach need not be implemented entirely at
the national level. Security assets at the state or local
level (e.g., the National Guard and law enforcement organizations) could be responsible for appropriate regional actions, such as providing specially trained
forces for immediate response to terrorist threats. Coordination and sharing information at the national level
would ensure global coverage, but local implementation would allow the tailoring of assets and response
plans to local situations.
Thus, nuclear plants and other critical infrastructure should be required only to defend against threats
that are deemed likely to evade interception by authorities. NRC regulations described above, which the NRC
is reviewing in light of September 11, already provide
for such protection at nuclear plants by requiring physical protection measures and armed security forces.
The third policy issue arising from recent concerns
expressed about nuclear plant security is how much
protection we as a society should seek in light of September 11. Some argue that no level of protection
against terrorism—and hence no burden on nuclear
plants—is too high. However, nuclear energy is an integral part of the nation’s infrastructure and currently
provides more than 20 percent of our nation’s electricity. Nuclear energy does not create air pollution and also
provides a means of reducing U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. Unnecessarily increasing the cost of protecting
nuclear plants—or shutting them down altogether—
would deny these benefits to society.
More generally, arguments that no level of protection is too much ignore the continual tradeoffs that our
society makes between risks and benefits.We drive cars
and fly airplanes despite the potential for accidents.We
build chemical plants, oil refineries, and hydroelectric
dams to reap their benefits while accepting some risk relating to their operations.We seek to minimize risk, but
we do not insist on zero risk. Doing so would deny society the benefits provided by these activities and technologies. Consistent with this principle, the NRC has
established as one of its overarching safety goals that the
“[s]ocietal risks to life and health from nuclear power
plant operation should be comparable to or less than the
risks of generating electricity by viable competing technologies and should not be a significant addition to
other societal risks.” 51 Fed. Reg. 30,028, 30,029 (1986).
This same logic applies equally after September 11
as before. If we demanded absolutely no risk from terrorism, no planes would fly, bridges would be closed,
and buildings would be emptied even though we as a
society are otherwise exposed to risk daily. For example,
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the yearly risk from dying in a car accident is one in
seven thousand. Thus, if we are to continue to exist as a
modern, technological society, we cannot insist on
“zero” risk from terrorism, or from any other cause.
We should continue to assess the risk from terrorism directed at nuclear plants and seek to minimize it
through reasonable security provisions. But we should
also be mindful that its benefits, as any other socially
beneficial activity, could be diminished or negated by
excessive security burdens. The burdens on nuclear
plants to protect against terrorist attacks should be reasonable in light of the benefits of nuclear power and
the risk of radioactivity release and comparable to the
equivalent benefits and risks associated with other critical infrastructure facilities.
Nuclear power plants are among the least vulnerable and most resilient of our nation’s infrastructure to
terrorist attacks. Our open, modern technological socie-

ty, with myriad infrastructure facilities, cannot blindly
comply with calls for “zero” risk as sought by some. Further, policymakers need to recognize that there is a
point at which industrial security must become national
defense. This does not mean we should not review the
safety and security of nuclear plants in light of September 11. All industrial and infrastructure facilities should
undertake such a review, as the NRC is currently doing
for nuclear plants, and implement improvements reasonable and consistent with the actual threat to public
health and safety. On the basis of our assessment, however, we do not believe that the extreme actions called
for by some, such as the shutdown of all nuclear plants
or the deployment of large guard forces armed with
anti-aircraft missiles, are warranted. Rather, security
against terrorism should be based on the actual terrorism threat and the benefits and costs to society of providing additional protection against it.
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